
Oil

Once again, the sentiment was neutral on the crude oil markets yesterday. In general prices have been rising steadily this year on hopes 
of an improved demand picture once the corona virus vaccines have been broadly distributed, but right now, the upturn has been 
halted and traders await further signals. The Brent front month contract closed the day at 65,32 USD/bbl and opens with slightly falling 
prices Thursday.

Gas

On the European gas markets, we saw another neutral sentiment yesterday. There are some bullish signals right now however. Concerns 
about LNG deliveries, low storage levels due to the recent cold spell and support from the surging carbon market could drive the front-
month contract even higher from the current point which is already close to all-time highs. If carbon continues upwards today, gas 
could very well follow suit.

Coal
On the coal market as well, we saw some largely sideways trading yesterday. The API 2 Cal-22 contract closed at 74,44 USD/t, up a 
marginal 0,05 USD/t for the day. The market receives some mixed signals right now, with high stock levels limiting the upside that the 
cold weather has provided over the last few weeks. Today, we expect an upwards adjustment.

Carbon
Following several days of attempts, the European carbon market yesterday managed to break comfortably above the 45 EUR/t strong-
hold, with the benchmark contract settling the day at 45,91 EUR/t. The news were attributed to EU agreements on stronger climate 
ambitions. Today, the market will look to continue upwards now that the 45 EUR/t have been overcome.

Hydro
The weather forecasts remain cooler and wetter than seasonal average, with precipitation expected more than twice as high as seasonal 
average over the next two weeks. Meanwhile, temperatures should stay between 3 and 5 degrees below average throughout most of 
the period, and these two factors offset each other a bit regarding the Nordic power market.  

Germany
German power prices rallied to new highs yesterday amid a carbon market, which continues to surge. The country’s Cal-22 contract 
climbed to 58,05 EUR/MWh, 0,42 EUR/MWh higher than Tuesday’s close. Carbon will remain essential today as well, and as it appears to 
continue to climb, German power will follow suit.

Equities
Wednesday, the financial markets managed to stabilize following two straight days of losses that have been attributed to growing coro-
na virus concerns. The Stoxx600 Index ended up rising 0,65 % and should continue upwards early Thursday following some late gains in 
the US yesterday. Today, focus will also be on the interest meeting in the ECB. 

Conclusion

Yesterday, the Nordic power market did not follow the bullish movements on the carbon market as well as on the German power 
market. Instead, prices fell, possibly due to profit-taking among traders. The development also caused a rising spread between Nordic 
and German power prices and ensuing higher EPAD’s in several price areas. The Q3-21 and YR-22 contracts fell to 29,55 EUR/MWh and 
27,60 EUR/MWh respectively. Today, we should see a turnaround as German power and carbon drive the market upwards.
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20-apr 75,34 72,65 27,37 63,20 47,95 46,06 43,43 May 52,35 53,45 38,10 52,10 44,05 42,70 35,60 May 63,66 57,43 62,30

21-apr 48,19 55,23 24,94 49,97 30,63 42,33 34,86 Q3-21 56,08 57,43 37,98 47,83 50,08 34,43 31,33 Q3-21 63,94 56,63 0,00

22-apr 32,51 32,43 21,35 29,16 32,64 40,41 28,36 2022 44,10 47,48 32,38 41,50 35,85 34,03 27,85 2022 64,09 54,84 0,00


